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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

he Heads, Libraries and Learning Resources

The resulting information provides a resource about the

(HLLR) and the Ontario Colleges Library Service

status of video streaming across Ontario’s publicly funded

(OCLS) commissioned a study to broaden their

colleges and valuable information regarding their future

understanding of the video streaming landscape and

requirements as well as trends in North America, the

enable Ontario’s 24 publicly-funded colleges of applied

United Kingdom and Australia. It also provides

arts and technology to make informed collection and

information on video streaming content and Canadian

infrastructure decisions. In addition to the literature

distributors that will be useful for educators.

review, an online survey and focus group discussions were

post-secondary education (PSE) institutions or consortia

This summary report is a condensed version of the longer
report prepared for the HLLR. It does not include the
survey or focus group responses, vendor RFIs, detailed
implementation goals and objectives, list of participating
institutions, or sample licenses provided by vendors.

in Canada, the USA and the United Kingdom were invited

For further information or questions please contact:

to contribute their experience and future plans to the

Rosemary Kavanagh

discussion.

ERK Consulting Inc

conducted with the 24 college libraries. A Request for
Information (RFI) was distributed to 12 educational video
distributors and interviews were held with select vendors
of streamed video content in Canada and the USA. Other

Telephone: 416 -606-1102
The findings from this research will form the basis for an
approach and business case for funding.
The HLLR is an operating group of colleges in Ontario
whose mandate is to advocate on behalf of students for
the best possible college library services and resources;
provide a forum for discussion of issues, trends and
concerns related to the field of learning resources in
Ontario colleges; promote professional collaboration and
development with their libraries and learning resource
centres; and collect and publish data to support advocacy
and professional leadership goals. The OCLS is a nonprofit corporation established to provide a suite of core
and opt-in services to the libraries / learning resource
centres of Ontario’s 24 publicly-funded colleges of applied
arts and technology.
ERK Consulting Inc was retained to provide the research
and prepare the final and summary reports for the HLLR.
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Email: erkconsulting@rogers.com
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WHAT IS SHIFTING IN THE ONLINE LEARNING LANDSCAPE

omething is stirring broadly across the continents in

Academic institutions are devising approaches to

academic education. Developments in online

addressing and controlling the environments in which

learning, which embrace media and video

they deliver service. There are strong examples of

streaming technologies, are rapidly evolving and their

development while others are still searching for

iterations are neither orderly, nor predictable. The model

technological solutions, affordable licensed content and

is at times driven by the faculty, shaped by campus

are hesitating or seeking support through consortia,

Information Technology (IT) departments and at other

shared costs and shared expertise. The common strand in

times led or inspired by library staff. Each group supports

all these experiences is the need to ensure the student is

different imperatives and there is not always a clear

served equitably regardless of location, circumstances and

pathway for collaboration between the three campus

accessibility in a rapidly evolving E-Learning environment.

entities.
Ontario’s colleges—whether they were providing, using or
The experiences of Ontario’s college libraries are not

contemplating video streaming—all agreed that video

unique and are shared by other post-secondary education

streaming was important to faculty and students and

(PSE) institutions in North America, Australia and the UK.

necessary to the digital future of their services. They

Referenced as the ‘Wild West’ which describes a rapidly

anticipate increased demand and collection growth of

unfolding landscape of content licensing issues, unclear

30.8% on average in the next three years. With an

pathways in distributor pricing, hosting and platform

almost 100% response rate, 22 of 24 colleges and 51 staff

alternatives, a plethora of streaming technologies with no

participated in the focus group discussions and 23 of 24

consistent standards, uncertain user experiences, and

colleges completed the video streaming survey, providing

bandwidth and accessibility issues.

comprehensive information on the current state of their
services, their requirements, their expectations and future

College libraries face a range of technological issues and

challenges.

choices of digital video players, server streaming software
and video encoding formats. Authentication protocols

Most of the libraries surveyed use a mixed model

(which affect the ability to deliver video content smoothly

approach to service delivery. A majority (15) outsource

and to interface with the diversity of tools) and Learning

their video streaming service to a commercial vendor and

Management Systems (LMS) such as Moodle and

less than half (8) are locally hosted by their campus IT

Blackboard add to the complexity of keeping users

Department, although more (15) indicate that they

connected on a campus. Marketplace choices such as

participate in a consortium as well. Less than half (8)

iTunes U, YouTube, Google and the appearance of

indicate campus IT as having primary responsibility for

massive open online courses (MOOCs) are transforming

managing the video streaming service and seven libraries

the classroom and online digital learning.

report it as a shared responsibility with IT.
The topmost features for a successful video streaming
service were identified as bandwidth, accessibility and
collaboration. A majority felt that most of the items
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identified as missing in a good service were applicable to

providing media streaming services, dealing with

their current situations, and that these services are “not

adequate bandwidth, progressively changing technology

offered in a systematic way.” A majority had not

and lack of standards or coherence. These issues raise

researched best practices but recognized its importance

questions regarding finding the right approach for

and identified libraries providing leadership in this area.

academic institutions everywhere and particularly

More than half of those surveyed were not planning to

Ontario’s 24 publicly funded colleges.

digitize existing media for streaming online, citing costs,
copyright and newer alternatives as barriers.

Does every college need its own streaming and licensing
arrangements and under what economic circumstances

Except for six (25%) college libraries participating in the

would a coordinated or mixed model approach offer cost

OCLS Video Services on Demand (OCLS VoD), each Ontario

effective solutions? Who can keep pace with a

College is facing these issues on their own. It is a piece-

progressively changing situation driven by technologies

meal approach that is not always cost effective and does

over which there is no certainty or control?

not ensure efficient access to video streamed content for
faculty and students across Ontario.

The NMC Horizon Report: 2013 Higher Education Edition

2

maps the technology trends it anticipates will most affect
Developments in online learning, which embrace media

higher education in the next five years and categorizes

and video streaming technologies, are rapidly evolving

their mainstream adoption into near term (one year) mid

and Ontario’s college libraries need help with a range of

term (two to three years), and far term (four to five

media technology and service issues. None were satisfied

years). Massive open online courses (MOOCS) and tablets

with the status quo nor saw it as the way forward. There

are placed within the near-term category. The fast uptake

is overall consensus among the colleges for a consortium

in courses offered by MOOCs within the last year and the

or collective approach to media streaming.

proliferation and convenience of tablets in the technology
marketplace with thousands of APPS, WIFI capabilities

Their current experience and anticipation of future

and intensifying marketplace competition which drives

growth is supported by the research and the input of

innovation ensure that the pace of change will not be

other PSE Institutions participating in the OCLS/HLLR

slowed. In the mid- and far-term, learning analytics,

study. One study conducted in New York involved 20

games and gamification, 3D and wearable technology are

academic institutions, including 45 faculty in over 18

predicted to impact higher education. With so much

disciplines and departments. 43% of those surveyed

digital online learning data, more information about

anticipated their use of video in the classroom would

student behaviour will be harvested to further develop

accelerate.

1

new technologies and teaching responses.

Factors such as student use of digital technologies in

The technology supporting media streaming is rapidly

study and social networking, affordable and new

evolving as more universities and colleges become

technologies and demographic and socio economic shifts

involved through collaborative partnerships or consortia

in the academic marketplace suggest that video streaming

with open source technologies building streaming systems

is likely to be both enduring and pervasive. Libraries face

or acquiring proprietary solutions or a combination of

challenges in building collections, acquiring licenses,

both. Digital online learning (which streaming

1

2

P.6 Video Use and Higher Education: Options for the Future, Copyright
Clearing House, Intelligent Television, New York University, June 2009
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New Media Consortium, EDUCAUSE, NMC Horizon Report: 2013 Higher
Education edition , 2013

technologies support) is bringing refreshed thinking about

There were few instances anywhere of satisfaction

how courses are delivered and accessed. As these

related to serving students with disabilities in this

expand, the synchronicity and interrelatedness of these

medium, only a recognition that solutions were necessary

relationships and technologies cannot be easily separated

and legally required in Canada, the USA and the UK. While

out.

closed captioning for the hearing impaired exists in a
limited fashion, the described video feature for people

We highlight technology trends to emphasize the

who are visually impaired is not common and it is

potential impact on the way Ontario’s college libraries

expensive to provide. Even among distributors,

need to be organized in order to respond. We believe

particularly smaller distributors, the lack of easily

that video streaming is only a narrower definition of a

applicable technological solutions (i.e. “APPS”) that could

complex array of real-time media and digital online

be applied to their services was a challenge they were

learning technologies that will integrate content,

facing.

classroom and location in ways that could not be
previously imagined and require very different responses

Broadly across the landscape in Canada, the USA, and the

from academic libraries.

United Kingdom, the potential for changing how
instruction is delivered and for altering the relationships

Finding and affording video streaming content is a

between the library, campus IT, users, faculty and

universal problem. Licensing and streaming content is a

students, vendors and distributors has never been greater

new area for many media vendors and there are no clear

or more confusing. Nonetheless, it was hard to find ideal

pathways. Many welcome the opportunity to work with

solutions or best practices anywhere on any front that

the college libraries to evolve, discover and move

could be easily adopted by Ontario's 24 colleges. The

forward. The amount of content appropriate for higher

turbulence of the changes institutions are facing partially

education is not yet robust and is not yet approaching the

explains why so many are at differentif incomplete

proliferation observed in the K-12 marketplace. In a U.S.

stages of development or adaptation.

based study of video use in higher education, 43% of
faculty reported that they could not find appropriate
3

In some instances the library is either behind the trend in

material . Canadian content is still emerging and not

video streaming content and services or leading it. In

always available in every genre or in French.

other cases the faculty or campus IT are the clear leaders.
The terrain is not even, rather it is turbulent and

While librarians in Canada and the USA lament that they

uncertain particularly for smaller institutions and colleges

are hamstrung by copyright and rights provisions and hold

without the resources to fulfill the expectation that all

content that is not easily digitized into streaming formats

Ontario’s students can have access to the same E-

due to permissions issues and costs, faculty on the other

Learning experience. Because the situation is so dynamic,

hand do not generally appear to be aware of the

it is certain that references to situations or technology

restrictions nor understand fair use. Instead they are

compiled for this report will change before it is completed

more concerned about the lack of relevant collections and

or distributed.

tools on campus to customize video for their
4

purposes. Both experiences from different sides of the

Back to the Future in Video Streaming

campus are pertinent to understanding the landscape.
Video streaming or online digital learning in the academic
3

P.9 Video Use and Higher Education: Options for the Future, Copyright
Clearing House, Intelligent Television, New York University, June 2009
4
Ibid
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community is not new and has been evolving for the past
twenty years. It predates the advent of YouTube but

became popular largely because of YouTube which

universities and secondary schools are delivering

launched in 2005, and the emergence of many other

sophisticated programs to the home and workplace, using

streaming services such as iTunes, Hulu.com, Netflix.com

video-conferencing technology, video streaming and web-

and Skype (for two way long distance telephone or

based programming , confirms students’ expectations

conference calls anywhere in the world).

that learning and teaching will include technologies they

6

engage regularly. Some Ontario colleges, such as Seneca
YouTube is available on 400 million mobile devices

College, continually promote their video streaming

accounting for 25% of its global views. People are

collection to faculty for use in class. Humber College

watching one billion views per day on their mobile devices

indicates that the more videos they introduce, “the more

and in 2011 this traffic actually tripled.

faculty expect the videos to be available in this format,”
suggesting that college libraries are also influencing and
encouraging faculty use of video streaming content.

Monthly on YouTube
Over 800 million unique users visit
Over 4 billion hours of video watched
72 hours of video uploaded every minute
70% of traffic comes from outside the US
YouTube is localized in 53 countries and across
61 languages
In 2011, there were more than 1 trillion views/
140 views for every person on Earth
http://www.youtube.com/yt/press/statistics.ht

Expectations for Video Streaming
Expectations vary among college or university institutions
on a campus. Some common expectations for each of the
areas are briefly highlighted:
The faculty or professor wants to:
 record a lecture for distribution to a class or for other

ml

sharing/distribution purposes;
Growth in user-generated videos is enormous as a result

 upload, link and stream a video clip for class discussion

of consumer experiences with YouTube, iTunes and

and may require students to submit a video

personal video capture devices such as solid-state video

assignment for a class;

cameras which are now comparatively inexpensive and

 synch or embed video or audio clips within a lecture

available on mobile devices. According to Accustream,

such as a PowerPoint presentation; and

user-generated video (UGV) and professionally produced,

 require E-Reserve to also accommodate video content;

distributed and syndicated videos for educational

Students want to:

purposes rose 35.9% in 2009, generating 93.2 and 49.1

 create assignments using streaming video content for

5

billion views. These consumer habits in the wider
marketplace are driving expectations in the academic

in-class presentation;
 synch, include or link to a video clip as part of class

marketplace. Why would students not expect academic
life to mirror their daily information experiences?

presentation; and
 jointly develop or edit video-based projects.

In a study of Ontario Universities, Sylvie Albert and Brian
Campbell endorsed the expectation that “… many
university students are coming to expect that their
university education should include a significant computer
dimension.” Their observations that Ontario’s colleges,
6
5

Pro and UGV Viewing Share Analytics: 2005 – 2009
http://www.accustreamresearch.com/stream.html
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P. 11 Albert, S & Campbell, B, The Challenge Of Participatory
Technologies For Teaching And Learning At Ontario Universities, Council
of Ontario Universities, 2008

 ensure adequate bandwidth;
“It is felt that Video Streaming is one of the
most important initiatives in colleges today,
to replace a rapidly aging format and to
expand accessibility, especially for distance
courses.”
Focus Group Discussion: Conestoga College

 have capacity to restrict access to viewing a clip;
 track the number of views of a video;
 support functions and features (e.g., playlist creation,
allow annotations and comment and remixes); and
 maintain an archive of video content.
These expectations may result in various combinations of

Other areas: Academic Marketing or Communications

all of the above in each campus situation. In some cases,

want to:

the academic library will host/stream both licensed

 stream recorded promotional events; and
 stream and archive conferences and presentations.
Libraries want to:












commercial content and campus created content and/or
provide access to both and store or archive content.
The Academic Marketplace: Shifting Expectations

distribute and stream only licensed video to those
who are authenticated as campus registered users or

We believe that changes in the academic marketplace

where exceptions are made for other public (in other

enabled by media streaming and learning technologies

words, serve select users);

have inverted and integrated education markets, making

have a reliable interface with simple access which

the international space more competitive. These changes

supports a consistent experience for users;

will make video streaming commonplace as distance

ensure quality reliable streaming which minimizes

education is transformed and education becomes more

troubleshooting demands on staff and provides good

affordable and accessible. Stanford and MIT are well

user experience;

positioned to engage student participation from

include functions and features which enhance user

anywhere, including Canada. Conversely, Ontario’s

access (e.g., allow playlists or clips to be copied and

colleges may also thrive in these new circumstances,

embedded in other documents);

positioning Ontario to strongly perform in the

negotiate affordable licensing and access

international E-Learning market. We see several evolving

arrangements with vendors and distributors (i.e.,

models as institutions will in the next five years strive for

affordable and manageable renewals and content);

new ground.

have adequate content to meet faculty and
curriculum requirements;

First, the convenience and cost effectiveness factor. Many

ensure accessibility compliance for students with

advocates are opting for video streaming because it

disabilities (in Ontario specifically the Accessibility

delivers timely and multiple access to content for

for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA)); and

students and faculty in spaces that are convenient to

 offer production facilities to help students and faculty
create video streaming content.

them. Faculty enjoy the savings in classroom time from
being able to assign viewing offsite and outside the
classroom. Libraries enjoy the benefit of not managing

Campus systems and IT want to:

multiple physical copies which have to be handled,

 support easy self-service uploading and streaming of

shelved or stored after use while simultaneously serving

video files in a number of different common codec
formats via a web-interface;
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multiple students from a single file.

Further, some professors or instructors affirm that video

approximately 300 – 400 hours of video and audio each

streaming directly benefits learning. Nursing and the

week. Working with the library to arrange some of this

health sciences are among some of the best examples of

content which may be embedded in both faculty and

successful use of video streaming to support course work.

student presentations or sourced from the Internet (e.g.

The ability to observe technical procedures, listening to a

Google Video, the Internet Archive, TED, ABC etc) the

heart beat, or engage patient interactions allows students

Library’s E-Reserve was now being urged to accept media

to benefit from real life experiences. Several of Ontario’s

other than text.

9

colleges and universities are using video streaming for
Hill’s Pet Nutrition Primary Healthcare Centre,
Ontario Veterinary College, University of Guelph
records and streams video and audio from multiple
patient care and procedure rooms for live remote
viewing and access for students.

their nursing or veterinary courses.
At Curtin University of Technology in Western Australia,
one professor noted that “videos both help students with
observational skills as well as potentially increasing their
accuracy in assessment skills with real patients in clinics.”

7

Others have used streaming videos to serve students who

Discussions with The Council of Prairie and Pacific

are off campus due to clinical placements.

University Libraries (COPPUL), a consortium of 23
university libraries located in Manitoba, Saskatchewan,

The incentive for streaming videos in classrooms in

Alberta and British Columbia, revealed that even in

Australia, as is the case almost everywhere else, was

primarily research institutions the expectations for

largely faculty-driven. The Faculty of Economics and

multimedia content are reshaping institutional

Commerce at the University of Melbourne, which began

repositories and library collections to include video

its experiment with audio streaming, expanded it to the

streaming as part of research materials. One of its new

establishment of a video streaming system for the

licenses for example is the Journal of Visualized

8

university in 2001 after observing that students

Experiments (JOVE). Their universities have institutional

frequently used Web pages and were demanding more

repositories for theses and have begun to get demand for

access to online learning. The university’s offsite students

streaming video. In Fine Arts, for example, a student’s

in the Asia Pacific could also be served regardless of

submission included a film with the written document as

location.

a supplement. Many of these repositories now have the
capacity to stream videos.

Curtin developed an extensive infrastructure which
supports flexible learning and trained staff in using

In the United Kingdom the sixty-year-old British University

both Blackboard and iLectures, developed by the Arts

Film and Video Council (BUFVC) promotes the production,

Multimedia Centre at the University of Western Australia.

study and use of moving image, sound and related media

Currently the Curtin iLectures unit records and uploads

in higher education and research. Its collection, (primarily

over 6,000 lectures, seminars, conference sessions, video

TV and radio broadcasts) contains over 1 million hours of

and audio reference materials each year and

content and provides 320 streams an hour, to 140,000
registered users or 48 institutions. It is a fully online
service only available to licensed educational

7

P1 Blackwood, D, Video Streaming: the current state of play in an

academic setting, Curtin University of Technology, Australia
http://conferences.alia.org.au/online2009/docs/PresentationA11.pdf

9

8

academic setting, Curtin University of Technology, Australia

McCrohon, M, Lo,V, Dang, J, Johnston, C; Video Streaming Of Lectures

Via The Internet: An Experience, University of Melbourne, Australia
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P.1 Blackwood, D, Video Streaming: the current state of play in an

http://conferences.alia.org.au/online2009/docs/PresentationA11.pdf

establishments and within the borders of the United

students, not only those who live in remote areas or have

Kingdom. Members pay a membership fee. The BUFVC’s

a disability but also in a complex working world where

use statistics are increasing, verifying that demand for

almost everyone can be accommodated.

more media in the academic classrooms is growing. It is
contemplating expanding its centralized media streaming

In both Canada and the USA there are other socio-

service for many colleges and universities which may be

economic factors driving new marketplace responses

too small to support their own. Their survey indicated

which affect the competition for more student

resounding support for such a service. They are already

participation and the technological readiness of colleges

positioned to do this and use Shibboleth, the standard for

and college libraries.

authenticating users. The challenge is accommodating
users wishing to upload content that is only licensed for

According to the Trends in Higher Education Volume 1,

their campus, as they are not yet able to differentiate

published by the Association of Universities and Colleges

between levels of users. BUFVC is developing a prototype

of Canada (AUCC), Canada will not be able to rely on

for the expanded service.

population growth to drive labour force growth in the
coming decades. Although the demand for a highly skilled

Previously designed to accommodate remote access for

labour force which drove participation in higher education

those living in rural communities, or people with

(i.e., universities and colleges) will continue, Ontario’s

disabilities or whose life commitments prevented regular

colleges will need to look at untapped areas for increased

access to a campus classroom, universal access to the

participation such as international students, minorities,

Web and online courses is shifting traditional

people with disabilities, aboriginal and older students.

understanding of distance education. According to the

The Association of Canadian Community Colleges’ (ACCC)

Standards for Distance Learning Library Services,

Response to Industry Canada's Consultation on Improving

approved by the ACRL Board of Directors on July 1, 2008,

Canada's Digital Advantage comments on the capacity of

the incentive to adapt and expand the Guidelines

colleges to respond to these digital shifts:

stemmed from “increasingly critical factors,” among them
“…the expansion and advancement in technological

“Traditional classroom–based and distance learning

innovations in the transmittal of information and the

are increasingly being supplemented by the use of

delivery of courses. To these may be added shifts away

web–based services, cloud computing and other

from central campus enrolments, the search for more

emerging technologies dependent on the Internet. In a

cost-effective sources for post-secondary education, and

digital world, colleges must allow students and

the appearance and rapid development of the virtual or

instructors to access information and knowledge that

all-electronic university, having no physical campus of its

is available primarily in a digital format…. Inadequate

own.”

10

resources for technology enabled/delivered education
and limited broadband access are significant barriers

Learning technologies and social media are combining to

to reaching Canadians from rural areas”

11

create a different distance education experience. The new
hybrid version will include a combination of both

The continued development of a skilled workforce in the

classroom attendance and virtual course participation

USA also faces challenges as a study of higher education

which may involve the participation of a majority of
11
10

Association of College Resource Libraries, Standards for Distance
Learning Library Services, July 1, 2008
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Government of Canada, ACCC's Response to Industry Canada's

Consultation on Improving Canada's Digital Advantage
http://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/028.nsf/fra/00305.html

in 33 states reveals. The report identifies that graduation

Open Coursewares (OCS) and MOOCs (massive open

rates are unsatisfactory and are exacerbated by

online courses) offer new opportunities to address some

demographics, poverty, race and age. For example, a

of these socio-economic issues. Many academic

majority of students, (approximately 75%) are commuters

institutions are assessing their advantage in this new

who do not live on campus and are either working or

space. A number of high profile events spurred the

supporting families. Only one-third of students enrolled

current interest and evolving changes. In 2011, Stanford

in part-time studies ever graduate, the majority departing

University offered an online computing science course

with more debt and no degree. The report observes that,

worldwide and 20,000 students from 190 countries

“Today’s full-time and part-time students need new,

successfully completed it. Several months later, in

shorter, and faster pathways to degrees and certificates

January 2012, MIT announced their MITx program.

12

of value” and recognizes that online technology could

Students could earn credit for taking free online courses

reduce the amount of time that students must be in class.

from MIT’s 10-year-old open courseware project.

Leveraging technology, the use of online platforms to

Strategic partnerships and new sources of funding began

deliver courses and rethinking how courses and

to emerge in this new marketplace. These included

scheduling can be adapted to meet the reality of part-

Coursera, Udacity, and edEX, and by July 2012 the

timers’ lives are common themes throughout the report.

University of Toronto had partnered with Coursera to
offer non-credit courses.

However, advances in education technology are occurring
alongside massive reduction in higher education spending

More Canadian universities are looking at participating.

and rising tuition fees in the USA. A recent Huffington

On February 20, 2013 McGill University announced it was

Post article

13

indicated California’s two-year and four-

joining edEX and will be offering MOOCs in 2014.

16

year state colleges are “turning away qualified new

Udacity and Coursera have each raised $22 million in

students and shrinking their enrolments.” The

venture capital and edEx $60 million from MIT and

Chancellor’s office of the California Community College

Harvard.

System reports that course sections have been reduced by

The dynamics of thousands of students from all over the

24%, and more than 472,000 of the system’s 2.4 million

globe having access to famous thought leaders and

students were put on waiting lists for fall classes.

14

For

professors anywhere opened up the potential for access

many Americans, seeking higher education is becoming

to previously closed education and unaffordable markets

increasingly expensive, as reinforced by a Pew research

and experience sharing on an unprecedented global scale.

study which indicated that 75% of adults say college is too

A discussion with both Coursera and MIT indicated that its

expensive for most Americans to afford.

15

most profound effect will not only be further evolution of
online learning technologies, and massive data on
learning behaviours (i.e., the learning analytics), but also

12

P.9 Complete College America, Time Is the Enemy: The surprising truth

about why today’s college students
aren’t graduating ... and what needs to change, September 2011
13

Kroll, Andy, Back to $chool: College Is the Past, Prison Is the Future,

the classroom experience which will be ‘flipped’—
transformed from ‘boring lectures’ to a dialogue with the
professor and hundreds of participants across the globe.

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/andy-kroll/california-highereducation_b_1932163.html?
14

Gardner, Lee, Survey of California Community Colleges Reveals Drastic

Effects of Budget Cuts, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/andy-

It is the new prospects for this marketplace with the
massive response that is intriguing. For the first time, the

kroll/california-higher-education_b_1932163.html?
15

Is College Worth It?” Pew Research Center Social and Demographic
Trends. Available at: http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2011/05/15/iscollege-worth-it/#executive-summary
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https://www.mcgill.ca/newsroom/channels/news/mcgill-partnersedx-offer-open-online-courses-225106

educational marketplace may be responding to user

library/museums digital assets to create virtual,

driven parameters such as the ability of students to

immersive educational experiences” and marked its

determine and customize their own training and

territory for the future by developing nine

education content within time frames that match the

recommendations for moving its vision forward. :

pace and circumstances of their lives. The sheer scale of
the response invites dominance from those with the

With these trends, digital literacy is once again emerging

resources to engage it and new discussions in balancing

as a profound challenge, less so for younger students than

formal and informal learning.

for older faculty. One study profoundly states “In many of
the disciplines we are surveying, the technological

Not surprisingly there are concerns as universities want to

sophistication of the student outstrips that of the

see a return on their investments and professors in other

teacher—and the faculty know it.”

universities ponder creating content that benefits

blunter in its observations, “Most academics are not using

ventures such as Coursera, while the disruptive nature of

new technologies for learning and teaching, nor for

these events in higher education threatens job losses

organizing their own research.”

18

One other report is

19

among faculty and traditional methods for delivering
courses. Although the process for certification is not yet

There are many explanations for the current state of play.

perfected, it is anticipated that the technology to ensure

Many faculty have not had training in teaching techniques

that will be forthcoming. Already LMS Platform

using digital technology and while lack of time to further

Instructure and 2U are blending MOOCs style for credit

advance these skills is one explanation, innate

courses. Coursera recently unveiled its Signature Track,

apprehension about working with technology or

offering verified certificates for a fee from $30 to $100.

anticipation that change is much further down the road or

Students who cannot afford the fee will be able to register

belief that there is too much focus on the technology and

for financial assistance. It is developing technology or

less on the substance are behind the lack of engagement.

biometrics which will ensure the credibility behind
certification.

When asked who has/should have primary
responsibility for managing video streaming
technology Ontario’s colleges were clearly
divided on the issue

These developments in streaming course content are
becoming commonplace even if not evenly adapted in any
of the countries examined including Canada. They






inspired the University of Alberta (UAL) to develop its
17

Online Visioning Report identifying the benefits of
building an online presence including improving the

IT Department (8)
Split between IT and Library (7)
Library (2)
OCLS (2)

learning experience in the classroom and reaching all
Albertans regardless of location. UAL recognized that

There is a great opportunity for college libraries to step in

innovation opportunities in digital online learning go

and supply the digital literacy training in a new and

beyond teaching to include further research in education

enhanced way and some libraries are already doing that.

and other disciplines. Among the opportunities identified,
the university proposed to “leverage our leadership in
18
17

University of Alberta, Exploring Advanced Digital Learning: A Report

with Recommendations, Online Visioning Committee Final Report,
January 2013
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P.4 Video Use and Higher Education: Options for the Future, Copyright
Clearance Center, Intelligent Television with Cooperation from New York
University
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P.10 New Media Consortium, EDUCAUSE, NMC Horizon Report: 2013
Higher Education edition , 2013

When we interviewed Ontario’s college libraries and

Arrangements for video streaming are estimated to be

other PSE institutions and asked how academic libraries

about evenly divided across the United Kingdom with IT

were responding to providing information on courses

having primary responsibility in 50% of academic

offered by MOOCs for student and faculty, the response

institutions and the library in the remaining 50%. For

was consistent across all discussion points. The library is

example EDINA (University of Edinburgh) is a JISC (Joint

not involved. Our discussion with Coursera suggested that

Information Systems Committee) media hub based at the

this was a huge missed opportunity. Libraries and users of

University of Edinburgh which does not work directly with

MOOCs serve the same user base. Academic libraries

the library. Its content is discoverable through the Web.

could be the default physical study space facilitating

BC Campus is another instance of a faculty-led media

collaboration and connecting the MOOCs learning

streaming project which does not involve the library.

community. The library is a trusted resource offering
books, other content and subject expertise. Leaving out

In other instances academic libraries are offering media

so much rich content “makes the student experience

services which support both library and faculty

worse.”

requirements for video streaming. MIT Libraries (USA)
offers a service called Academic Media Production

The point is that online learning is becoming ubiquitous

Services (AMPS), centred in the library which provides

and will fuel more demand for video content than can be

video production, publishing support and media

streamed or is available. As college libraries aspire to

streaming services for academic programs and

move to more digital environments to support faculty

departments. This follows a merger of AMPS with the

demands finding, licensing and streaming content will be

MIT Library in 2007, which was welcomed as allowing the

an ongoing challenge, as well as staying on top of the

library to become familiar with all forms of media. Several

technology and ensuring that users have the capacity to

US academic libraries are combining both library and

apply and use the tools in teaching and learning. New

faculty requirements by providing media centres which

opportunities to embrace new ways of serving the

enable production and streaming of media for classroom

evolving digital learning community and integrate them
into the services and facilities offered by academic
libraries are also hovering on the horizon, if not already
present.

Ontario’s colleges use a mixed model:
 Outsourced to commercial vendor (15)
 Member of consortium (14)
 Locally hosted by IT (10)
 Locally hosted by library/ shared with IT (2)

Campus Logistics and Streaming Technology
It is clear that there is no consensus among Ontario’s
college libraries when asked who should be responsible

Several are satisfied with outsourcing to vendors;
some struggling with internal arrangements; 14 are
members of a consortium. Some use OCLS VoD;
others use it only for pricing

for managing video streaming on the campus. This is
mirrored in the landscape of other academic experiences
as well. Media streaming may either be driven by campus

or library use, providing training, equipment, and
software as well. The American University and

IT, faculty-based IT, library IT or combinations of all three.

Georgetown University (Gelardin Media Centre) are

At times there are competing requirements begging for a

examples of other universities that are on board with

more integrated and collaborative solution.

media streaming services centred in the library.
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Acquisition practices may be shared or completely

slower. The choice between open source software,

separated. Sometimes the academic library is focused on

proprietary systems and vendor-supported streaming

only licensed content and purchases everything for the

services explains why so many college libraries are

library or faculty even for specialized, one time classroom

comfortable with vendor services which stream clean

use. For others, if content is too specialized i.e. likely to

content to users’ devices.

be used by only one class, faculty is encouraged to acquire
it and the library may or may not assist with copyright and

In the media streaming business, open source software

licensing. There are other examples of a faculty based IT

will require diligence to ensure compatibility with various

unit retaining librarians to address copyright and archiving

devices and networks and ensure that the content can be

issues for content acquired to support classroom video

secured and is accessible to all users including users with

streaming.

disabilities. The size of the community matters however,
since a large and active community is likely to be far more

Equally, a variety of technologies and vendor services

productive in creating more tools and features than a

combine to create media streaming services across the

college library on its own.

spectrum of academic institutions.
The University of Indiana, for example, launched its threeAlmost all the examples we researched in North America,

year project, The Indiana University Digital Library

the United Kingdom and Canada are using a combination

Program in October 2011 in partnership with

of open source and proprietary software.

Northwestern University Libraries, to develop an open
source software system, Avalon Media Systems, to

Open source video streaming uses software that is

manage digital audio and video collections and provide

available without a license, and can be used by anyone. It

access to these collections for academic libraries and

requires communities of collaborative groups working on

archives. The initiative recognizes that while there is

similar problems to ensure its ongoing viability. It has

investment in media streaming software by open source

made streaming systems affordable because the cost of

communities such as Opencast Matterhorn, which focuses

development is shared across the group. There are

on classroom lecture capture, these efforts are

generally no expensive maintenance fees associated with

incomplete and do not yet provide a complete set of tools

open source software but a library or entity will need the

to meet all of the academic institutions and libraries’

assurance of a robust technological base to assure its

needs such as deep description of metadata, robust

continued development. Even if the true cost of

authentication, or integration with repositories.

ownership may not be considerably less, the inherent
control and ability to share development expertise and

Avalon Media Systems will work with several free and

affect timing of new functions and features appear to be

commercial media servers and will support both browser-

sufficiently attractive to promote the use of open source

based and mobile delivery and build on other

software in developing these systems.

collaborative efforts. The system, documentation, and
source will all be freely downloadable online.

20

Proprietary software on the other hand is licensed and
restricted to the licensee. Its advantage is that it is a
known entity, is generally supported by the vendor and
requires less technological bench strength from the
organization purchasing it. However, it may be more
expensive and future-proofing or adaptability may be
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Variations on Video: Building the Next Generation Library Media

Management System, Indiana University, Northwestern University
http://www.dlib.indiana.edu/education/brownbags/spring2012/vov201
2/vov2012.pdf

Both Indiana and Northwestern Universities have strong

between lecture capture and video streaming but it was

track records in providing access to digitized audio and

affirmed that the institutions were interested in a video

video collections but other universities are committed to

hosting solution focused on student and faculty use for

enabling development through testing or advising as well.

assignments and instructional purposes and a good

These include the University of California at Berkeley,

interface to create, upload and re-use those videos. The

University of Connecticut, Harvard University, University

evaluation showed that Kaltura met the requirements and

of Miami, New York University, University of Virginia,

it was agreed there would be one hosting environment

Stanford University, and the University of York (UK), as

shared by the five institutions.

well as WGBH/Boston, the Hydra Project, and the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame Library and Archives. Consequently,

Further evaluation which included Kaltura, YouTube,

the stakeholder interest in advancing success is greater

Blip.tv, Video.ca, CC Host, OpenCast / Matterhorn, InSinc,

than the two universities involved—and in the open

Netro, Iris Education, a mix of US and Canadian based

source environment, that commitment is valuable for

services, and the result of their faculty-wide requirements

driving full development of functions and features.

and evaluation by UBC led to a reaffirmation of Kaltura.
Determining which model would work was more

Stanford University introduced a Vice Provost of Online

challenging. The Community Edition (truly open source)

Learning to oversee the integration of Web technologies

and the Saas Model hosted in the US were not options as

into Stanford’s education. Stanford created Class2Go for

the US PATRIOT Act contravenes BC’s Freedom of

teaching and research on a completely open source

Information and Protection of Privacy Act. The On

platform and designed it to be platform agnostic. Its

Premises model, supported and licensed, was preferred.

videos reside on YouTube and its assets can be repurposed as required.

21

Since September 2012, BC Campus has been working with
UBC to pool the licensing and infrastructure requirements

BC Campus is funded by the government of British

for a provincial shared solution for six institutions. There

Columbia as a collaborative endeavour using the

was interest from libraries for Kaltura to act as digital

expertise, programs and resources of post-secondary

repository, but it was not the main purpose of the

institutions to ensure effective utilization of technology

institutions. Several have media-intensive courses and

and services for advancing education in the province. Its

needed a dedicated infrastructure. One of the tangential

investigation into media streaming began two years ago

benefits is that they could house some of the collections

when several institutions requested a video hosting

for the British Columbia Electronic Library Network (ELN).

streaming service with a YouTube front end. There were
three user criteria: student generated, faculty generated

The Online and Continuing Education Digital Media Unit

and institutional marketing. First it was necessary to

(The Unit), University of Illinois, for example, is partnered

determine if there were overlaps among the various

with the IT unit in the Liberal Arts and Sciences faculty.

Learning Management Systems such as Desire to Learn,

The Unit works closely with the university library which

Moodle and Blackboard. Also there was confusion

acquires the licensing for content while The Unit provides
the video streaming support for the library. The Center
for Multimedia Excellence is a volunteer effort or ‘ground

21

Eson, R Class2Go Standfords New Open Source Platform for Online
Education, Tech Crunch Disrupt
http://techcrunch.com/2012/09/17/class2go-stanfords-new-opensource-platform-for-online-education/
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up development’ of different media units working
together to address best practices in media streaming,
online learning and for acquisitions and archiving content
on campus. It is not a formally constituted body.

Production of lecture or content for courses is handled by

levels but there are payoffs in what can be jointly

the relevant units (e.g., Liberal Arts or Business). There is

developed.

no appointed senior director but a group of six,
representative of the various units, oversees the center. It

The Consortium Landscape

is currently focused on creating a single interface to
access media from many places on the University’s

We intentionally looked at several consortia to

campus and once created will be linked from the library’s

understand how they were addressing video streaming

Web page.

services to their members. VIVA (Virtual Library of
Virginia), COPPUL, OCUL, Electronic Library Network

The library will be opening the Media Commons using

(ELN), and JISC primarily focus on content acquisition for

hybrid staff from the two areas i.e. a partnership between

pricing and licensing purposes and where they offer any

the library and one of the other IT units which will offer

streaming services they rely on collaboration with

training and a place for faculty and students to check out

member institutions to support it.

cameras and equipment to produce content. Some
faculty IT units are moving toward Kaltura. Theirs is a

VIVA is a consortium of 74 publicly and privately funded

mixed model approach as the library does not have the

non-profit academic libraries within the Commonwealth

expertise to administer the media technology

of Virginia whose membership includes:

infrastructure. Consequently, the Unit is supporting their

 39 state-assisted colleges and universities (at 55

streaming services. It uses the Ensemble video streaming

campuses)

platform and licensed vendor sourced videos are served

o six doctoral institutions and nine 4-year

up from the vendors platforms.

comprehensive colleges and universities
o 24 community and 2-year branch colleges (at 40

Some academic institutions prefer hosting and streaming
their own media rather than reliance on vendor or
distributor platforms as it gives them complete control
over the service. Vendor platforms may not always

campuses)
 34 independent (private, not-for profit) colleges and
universities
 Other educational and research institutions

comply with accessibility or privacy issues and Illinois
state law, for example, requires content to be accessible

VIVA receives 48% of its funding from the state and the

to students of varying abilities and must be captioned at

remaining 52% from its members. Privately funded

minimum. Managing from the University’s server allows

colleges pay their own licenses and publicly funded

the institution to future-proof content, address

colleges pay for part of licensing costs. The funding is

accessibility and privacy issues consistently and in a timely

calculated from complicated formulas for each of the

manner as well as changing standards, formats and links.

members and reviewed every three to four years.
Members including private non–profits benefit from the

We cite these examples not only to emphasize the variety

group purchasing of licenses. Cost sharing plans are in

of video streaming software that is now available, but also

place to balance out costs between original and new

to emphasize that in any plan for moving forward,

members. The costs vary depending on the product. Some

identifying the requirements and sorting the ownership

costs are affected by the use and the level of the program

and responsibility issues are integral to the network grid

in each of the colleges (e.g., a masters program would pay

and the technology architecture. Moving into a

more). Consequently, cost sharing deals are uniquely

collaborative environment adds other layers of complexity

tailored depending on the product. The consortium is very

to the relationships at both the technical and operational

decentralized. It has a very small staff and some services
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are farmed out to other universities (e.g., procurement

Through collaborative effort, a team drawn from the

and listserv). Except for the PBS content loaded at the

membership revised video streaming records, as quality

University of Virginia, video streaming is provided by the

was an issue. It was left to each school to load the

vendors.

records. VIVA does not have a catalogue. VIVA will also
seek funding for collections and successfully received $4

VIVA uses its resources to leverage discounts for

million in funding for E-Books for its members. It is also

members. Initially a strong centralized model was

exploring via an RFP a small project for institution

anticipated but due to a history of very independent

repositories and publishing.

schools, it is largely consensus driven. Although its
budget is $15 million, it has only 3.5 FTE staff. Cost saving

Both the British Columbia Electronic Library Network (BC

or cost avoidance is the primary driver and members

ELN) and the Council of Prairie and Pacific University

recognize the savings they obtain. VIVA estimated $425

Libraries (COPPUL) provide services that coordinate,

million of cost avoidance through consortium purchasing

support or enable their members to acquire content cost

or a $5 value for every $1 spent. VIVA relies on the

effectively, or save costs through shared initiatives,

membership to provide expertise and support. For

address issues of common concern, improve education

example, the University of Virginia hosts VIVA’s streaming

and awareness or share resources through interlibrary

services for all members. While copyright and licensing

loans (ILL). BC ELN is provincially funded by the Ministry

are centralized services, a committee generally decides on

of Advanced Education. Database licensing is ELN’s

a body of content and VIVA works with the James

primary focus, although ILL coordination and virtual

Madison University – Procurement Office to realize the

reference services are provided. COPPUL is a consortium

acquisition. It purchases nothing without a discount.

of 23 university libraries located in Manitoba,

When technical issues arise, VIVA resorts to its expert

Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia who

members to solve or address it for the membership. They

cooperate through resource sharing, collective

do not run a help desk.

purchasing, document delivery, and other activities such
as workshops and training for staff to enhance and

VIVA members determine what is acquired. While

improve their services. Neither ELN nor COPPUL provide

purchase is driven through faculty and student use the

centralized streaming services, rather they rely on their

media librarians, who are representative of the colleges

members to address these requirements, most of whom

identify products they need to acquire. In 2005 VIVA

use vendor or distributor platforms.

licensed the PBS Collection for video streaming for all
members and subsequently licensed the Alexander Street

JISC (formerly known as Joint Information Systems

Press collections on a similar basis. VIVA owns the

Committee), a UK based entity, is described as the UK’s

content, has perpetual access and pays a small access fee

expert on digital technology for education and research.

for using the Alexander Street Press platform. The

Previously funded by the government to support the

collection is loaded on the University of Virginia (UVA)

coordinated purchase of digital content electronic

servers but members have the option to load their own.

databases, E-books and media for example an objective

Setting up authentication via Shibboleth was initially

was to secure best pricing and licensing of content. With

complicated but it has finally been settled. However, NC

economic recession, changes have occurred in the funding

Live (North Carolina’s state wide online library service)

and the organization is reliant on institutions of higher

has obtained an agreement from PBS to allow IP

education as well as research councils for its funding.

authentication.
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The JISC strategy for 2010-2012 identifies the work it is

Now, to all of this they must also add strategies for

doing during a period of economic recession and

dealing with progressively changing technologies,

‘unprecedented change in communication and

accommodation of the student regardless of location and

information technologies.’ JISC will continue its

disability, the principles of universal access to learning

development and support of the existing infrastructure

resources and a rapidly evolving environment when

including JANET Ltd. (the UK’s research and education

students are working and combining advancement in

network). It supports the procurement of digital content

skills:

for education and research in the UK but where new

“The access entitlement principle applies equally to

improvements in existing administrative systems are

individuals on a main campus, off campus, in distance

required, JISC will explore shared and managed services

learning or regional campus programs, or in the absence

to reduce costs and spread expertise. JISC Collections is a

of any physical campus.”

22

division of JISC Collections and JANET Ltd. It estimates
that through shared effort with its members it provides
‘annual efficiency gains’ of approximately £75 million
($115 million Cdn) to members.
In every instance, whether there is a formalized
consortium with membership, goals, resources and a
budget, or where there are less formal agreements for
collaboration academic libraries are getting together
saving costs on acquiring content, providing consistent
licensing, building and sharing expertise on copyright and
licensing and striking teams of experts to resolve
acquisitions and technology related issues. There is a
recognition even among some of the larger entities such
as the Avalon Media Systems initiative that depending on
what is to be accomplished collaboration pays off. Many
libraries cannot achieve these developments nor afford
them on their own.
There is some degree of fragmentation occurring, as
noted, between campus entities and libraries need to
secure territory in which they are well experienced, such
as collection building, licensed content and the trusted
environment for reliable, authenticated content. The
2013 NMC Horizon Report on Higher Education observes
that “as authoritative sources lose their importance, there
is need for more curation and other forms of validation to
generate meaning in information and media.” College
libraries can best preserve this through leveraging and
positioning the strength of the group as a whole.

22

Standards for Distance Learning Library Services Approved by the ACRL

Board of Directors, July 1, 2008
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I

THE VIDEO STREAMING DISTRIBUTOR LANDSCAPE

n Canada and the United States, there are dozens of

Publicly funded and larger distributors are generally

educational video distributors currently offering their

making the move to streaming video more slowly than

content via online streaming—with more choosing to

their smaller —and less encumbered—counterparts. The

offer streaming video all the time. The American

exception to this is the National Film Board of Canada

Library Association’s website alone lists sixty streaming
video providers.

23

(NFB), one of the earliest adopters. The NFB has been
making film and video content available on its website in
streaming format since 2001. The NFB believes that the

Although the number of content providers allows for a

best way to connect with audiences is online. It currently

richness and diversity of options for educational

has 2,800 titles streaming and is working on making all of

institutional purchasers, it also creates an extremely

its 13,000 titles similarly available.

fragmented market that can be difficult to navigate. For

NFB announced its intention to create a new multi-

most distributors, video streaming is a relatively new

platform subscription service exclusively for

practice, and as such all aspects of this new distribution

documentaries. While this new initiative, “the Netflix of

model—from fees, to terms, to technology, to content

documentaries,” is not specifically for educators, it is a

availability—is still evolving.

harbinger of the rapidly evolving digital content
landscape.

24

Most recently, the

25

Based on the research conducted during this study (which
includes online research, interviews with colleges, and

In addition to educational video distributors, there are

consultations with over a dozen streaming video vendors)

also hundreds of independent media producers working

it is clear that the private educational distributors are at

in the Canadian film and television industry. While these

the forefront of this evolution. Those distributors

producers have placed some of their content with

surveyed typically indicated that they have been offering

educational distributors, there remains a large amount of

streaming video content to educational institutions for 3-

untapped educational content that receives little or no

5 years. When asked about their reasons for deciding to

attention from educational distributors and thus

move towards streaming video, distributors consistently

educational purchasers.

cited increased customer demand and improved
technological feasibility. These distributors are often very

Due to the nature of independent video-making, there are

eager to contribute to the conversation about streaming

many independent producers dispersed across the

video; are flexible in what they can provide to educational

country, but only a few associations that might be used as

institutions; and are striving to create business models

a means of connecting with these producers. Two such

that work for themselves, their customers, and their
producers in these times of technological and economic
transition.

23

Retrieved from
http://www.ala.org/vrt/vrtconferenceinfo/streamingvendor
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As an aside, the NFB is also on the leading edge of another form of
online content, the interactive documentary. This relatively recent type
of production might be of great interest to educators and their students,
as it provides a non-linear way to access and interact with educational
documentary content. See more about the NFB’s interactive docs at
http://www.nfb.ca/interactive/ or a short primer in this author’s Troy
Media column at http://www.troymedia.com/2012/12/14/thepotential-of-interactive-documentaries/.
25
Retrieved from http://realscreen.com/2013/04/30/the-nfb-launchespay-multiplatform-service-for-docs/

associations are the Canadian Media Producers

Content Overview

Association (CMPA) and the Documentary Organization of
Canada (DOC).

From those 10 distributors who have completed an RFI or
provided information about their collections during

The CMPA represents approximately 300 different media

interviews, there are approximately 75,000 video titles

production companies, which create a diversity of

currently available for streaming (and more than 115,000

professional content. While a great deal of the work

short clips). Since this selection of distributors represents

created by CMPA members finds a secondary use in the

a small (yet progressive) sample of the educational

educational market, the work created by its members

distribution market, it is reasonable to extrapolate that

typically has its first life on television or in theatres.

there might be as many as several hundred thousand

According to the organization, those producers who

videos currently available for online streaming in the

create content exclusively for the educational distribution

Canadian educational market.

market are not often represented by the CMPA.
Generally speaking, the content offered for online
DOC is a national arts service organization that represents

streaming is similar to the content being offered in

over 700 documentary filmmakers in Canada. A recent

conventional formats (such as DVD and VHS) by

informal survey of select members of the organization

educational distributors. The online streaming collections

revealed that approximately 70% of the documentary

are sometimes identical to the distributors’ full collections

content created by members is also considered to be

(as in the case of McNabb Connolly, which has made their

educational. According to the organization: “because of

entire collection of over 3,000 titles available for

the niche content of documentary, it aligns perfectly with

streaming) or otherwise represent a significant sampling

educational objectives.” While the majority of content

of the distributor’s total collection (as in the case of the

created by documentary producers can be described as

NFB, which has made 2,800 films available for streaming,

educational and the most common genre in educational

but is working on digitizing its entire collection of over

distribution collections is documentary, not all of this

13,000 productions).

work is being actively distributed by educational
distributors. In fact, some of the producers surveyed have

While some distributors specialize in specific subject

no educational distributor at all, while others have placed

matter (such as Automotive Video Inc.), the vast majority

only some of their titles with an educational distributor. In

have videos in their collections representing a wide array

an attempt to create and expand distribution

of topics, from anthropology to family studies and from

opportunities for documentary films, DOC is actively

social work to cinema studies.

working to connect its members with educators.
Many distributors offer subject-specific collections or
To summarize, the world of streaming video distribution is

streaming video clip libraries to educational clients. These

a rocky terrain. This landscape is still mostly uncharted,

collections may be offered in bundle form, may be

but like any new territory, the streaming video landscape

subscription based, or may simply provide buyers with a

is being mapped by entrepreneurial and adventurous

narrower field in which to conduct their content searches.

distributors and is full of possibility and potential.

For example, Alexander Street Press has a full collection
of 35,000 titles, running the full range of subject matter,
but these titles are also contained within 35 distinct
collections (such as Asian Studies in Video, Counselling
and Therapy in Video, and LGBT Studies in Video). One of
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this distributor’s key collections is VAST: Academic Video

Canada by Visual Education Centre, Learn360 is currently

Online, which is a multidisciplinary collection of over

targeted only towards elementary and secondary schools.

17,000 titles.
Canadian Content
Special collections and subscription-based services are a
convenient and cost-effective way for distributors to

There is a great range in the percentage of distributors’

provide—and educators to obtain—a significant amount

collections that are Canadian-produced. At the high end,

of content. But the varying collections and services

99% of the NFB’s streaming content is produced by

offered by distributors can sometimes create an

Canadians. At the low end, 0% of Automotive Video and

additional layer of opacity, making it difficult for

1% of Alexander Street Press’ collections are produced by

educators to parse out the differences between

Canadians. The total amount of Canadian-produced

collections and services. For example, Distribution Access

content in the streaming collections of distributors

distributes 15,000 titles. It also provides an online library,

surveyed represents approximately 8,400 titles.

a digital library, and a clip library. When learning about
the distributors for the first time, understanding the

The numbers are similar for content focusing on Canadian

subtle distinctions in offerings can be a challenge.

subject matter, with roughly 8,200 titles that are “from a
Canadian perspective,” as concisely expressed by the NFB.

Additionally, the problem of overlapping content exists.
Several distributors may have the right to sell the same

From primarily English-language distributors, the

titles in a given territory. For example, BBC’s Shakespeare

availability of content within collections that originates in

Series is available in Alexander Street Press’ Theatre

French ranges from about 3% (Distribution Access) to

Package and Films Inc has BBC material in some of their

approximately 10% (McNabb Connolly). Half of the NFB’s

libraries, while McNabb Connolly has a two-year window

collection is in French, as is 65% of CinéFête’s collection.

of exclusivity to all their new BBC releases. It is therefore

(Note that these totals do not include any videos that may

possible that libraries may be paying for access to the

include French subtitles, voiceover dubbing, or translated

same material several times over when subscribing to full

transcripts.)

collections.
Pricing Models
Of the genres of video available from the educational
distributors surveyed, documentary was the most

Pricing comparisons are extremely difficult to make in the

common genre, with all but one distributor (Automotive

educational streaming video market, with each distributor

Video) indicating that they distributed documentaries.

determining its own rates and pricing schemes.

Animations and instructional videos were the second

As previously described, most distributors offer annual

most common genres. Approximately half of the

subscriptions to entire video collections or portions of

distributors surveyed indicated that they distributed

collections. Distribution Access, for example, offers a

feature films. Broadcast news and talk shows were the

yearly subscription to its entire collection of 5,600 titles

least common genres to be distributed by those surveyed.

for one flat fee. Often, however, subscription service fees

All distributors supply content that is appropriate for high

involve more complex calculations, as in the case of the

school, college/university, and post-graduate studies, with

NFB, which offers an annual subscription which is

the majority of distributors also providing content for

calculated based on the number of full-time equivalents

elementary school levels. Learn360 is the one exception

(FTE) for large institutions.

to this. An online platform and subscription service sold in
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Most distributors also offer à-la-carte pricing for

fees that will be incurred by an undefined educational

individual titles. The standard term for streaming rights to

streaming video consortium.

individual titles is roughly 1-3 years, but terms are almost
always negotiable and vary greatly from distributor to

Streaming Video Delivery Methods

distributor. The license fees for these titles are dependent
on a number of factors (including the agreement the

The vast majority of educational distributors surveyed

distributor has made with the producer, the age of the

host and stream the videos themselves, providing access

title, the license term, the length of the video, the size of

to the video through a secure link, user authentication,

the purchasing institution, etc.). Typical prices range from

and password. These videos make use of proprietary or

approximately $225 to $550. However, the spread is often

open-source video players, often integrated within open-

much larger, as is the case with one distributor’s

source or proprietary platforms. These platforms vary a

collection, where streaming access to one video for one

great deal in their appearance, their functionality, and the

year can range from $85 to $800.

special features they offer.

The license fees for the streaming rights to individual

Many distributors also offer the option of providing a

titles are generally higher than the license fees for the

streaming video file to educational institutions, should

purchase of an individual DVD. For example, one

these customers wish to host and stream the content

distributor typically calculates its streaming rights to be

themselves. The provision of a digital file typically costs an

thirty percent more than the cost of a DVD purchase of

additional fee.

the same title. It is important to remember that the rights
purchased with a DVD are generally not time-sensitive

Most distributors offer their customers at least two

and are typically considered to be the life of the DVD (in

options with regard to file formats. The most common file

other words, when the DVD breaks, is lost, or wears out,

formats offered by distributors surveyed are MPEG4,

the educational institution must purchase another DVD).

M4V, and Flash, with only McNabb Connolly and McIntyre

Whereas streaming rights are always confined to a

Media offering a fuller range of file types. The NFB

particular period, typically between 1 and 3 years. The

streams MPEG4 exclusively, whereas Automotive Video

significantly higher cost of the streaming video, therefore,

streams Flash exclusively. According to some technical

is reflective of the significant added value which includes

experts, MPEG4 is set to become the industry standard, as

the ability of multiple users to view the video at the same

Flash is not supported on the vast majority of mobile

time, from multiple locations, at any time of day.

platforms.

Working with Consortia

Several distributors (including Distribution Access,
McIntyre Media, McNabb Connolly, and VEC’s Learn360)

All distributors surveyed indicated a willingness to work

have also begun hosting third-party content on their

with a group of institutions in devising a tailored

streaming servers for a fee, which can be integrated into

streaming licensing strategy. Many also highlighted

the distributors’ streaming platforms, creating what

previous positive experiences in working with consortia.

Learn360 has described as “a seamless user experience.”

However, as the pricing calculations for consortia tend to
involve multiple variables (such as number of institutions,

Special Features

FTE, number of titles purchased, etc.) it is impossible, at
this preliminary stage, to calculate the potential license

There is a great range of special features being made
available in online video streaming content. With the
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exception of one, all distributors surveyed offer a

approximately 39% of the content produced since 1990

persistent URL for use in a Learning Management System

has been closed-captioned. (The remaining 61%

or library catalogue. Alexander Street Press and Learn360

represents animations and films without dialogue, where

have the most offerings, ranging from the ability to

closed captioning is not required.) Those distributors that

bookmark to the ability to integrate video content into
other online tools. Learn360 (perhaps thanks in large part
to its focus on the elementary and secondary school
market, as opposed to post-secondary) also offers tools
within its platform for teachers to create, deliver, and
mark quizzes and tests.
Some form of cataloguing information—often MARC
records—are available from most distributors surveyed.
Accessibility Issues
With greater awareness of and sensitivity towards
accessibility issues—and with the implementation of
AODA in Ontario—accessibility is set to become a major
theme in the work of public and non-profit institutions

Figure 1: McIntyre Media's Films on Demand

throughout Ontario, including in the realm of educational
collection development. And yet, from the preliminary

are currently unable to provide closed captioning indicate

results of the Vendor RFI responses, it is clear that

their intention to make captioning widely available in the

distributors are not yet prepared for this shift.

near future, recognizing the imperative for their content
to be accessible to those with hearing impairments.

Approximately one half of vendors surveyed offer
features that they believe represent an equivalent to

The picture for titles with described video functionality is

closed-captioning, such as interactive scrolling transcripts.

much bleaker. Only the NFB offers any of its titles with

These transcripts are keyword searchable and the video

this functionality. Since 2005, the NFB has produced more

moves forward or backward to be in alignment with the

than 250 films with described video. According to the RFI

transcript search. Similarly, all 9,000 titles offered in Films

provided by the NFB, the public institution is currently

on Demand include interactive English transcripts that

writing an Accessibility Policy for its online content and

have also been translated into 52 other languages

aims to produce described video for online films on a

(including French).

yearly basis, with 17 new described videos set to be
released for online films within the next couple of

While undoubtedly useful in other ways (such as quoting

months. The NFB is also working on creating a described

directly from the video and searching for key terms),

video channel, which will be accessible at NFB.ca and

educators have indicated that these transcripts are not an

through various mobile devices.

effective or acceptable replacement for closed captions.
Those distributors currently unable to provide accessible
In 1990, legislation was passed requiring all NFB films with

content (either with closed captioning or described video)

spoken audio tracks to be closed captioned, therefore,

cite the following reasons:
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limitations of the technology (as many file formats
are not yet capable of providing optional on-screen
text);
lack of availability of closed-captioned films (films
and videos that are not produced for broadcast are
not required to be closed-captioned); and
limited producer knowledge and understanding of
accessibility issues.

With regard to the second and third points above,
independent producers might disagree with these
assessments. A recent survey of a small selection of
Toronto-based documentary producers, conducted by the
Documentary Organization of Canada (DOC), indicated
that 88% of producers surveyed said that 100% of their
content was closed-captioned. Most surprisingly, 55% of
producers surveyed indicated that they have created
some content with described video. It would seem, then,
that some of the accessibility features being implemented
by producers are not making their way from the
broadcast/distribution masters to the streaming video
formats being made available by the distributors—either
because of miscommunication or because of
technological hurdles. In the cases where producers are
not creating films with accessibility features, it is likely
that the expense has been the greatest impediment.
Perspectives on Copyright
The Copyright Modernization Act (Bill C-11) entered into
Canadian law on June 29, 2012. According to the Canadian
federal government’s website,
(http://balancedcopyright.gc.ca), the bill was intended to

Amongst other revisions, Bill C-11 expands the Fair
Dealing clause. The concept of Fair Dealing provides a
legal exception to copyright infringement, if:



Before Bill C-11, Fair Dealing could be claimed if the
purpose of infringement was research, private study,
criticism, review, or news reporting. Bill C-11 expands the
purposes covered under Fair Dealing to include education,
satire, and parody. However, the bill does not alter the
fact that the educational use of copyrighted materials
must be ruled to be “fair” by Canadian courts. The
Supreme Court of Canada has identified six main criteria
for judging whether a specific dealing can be interpreted
to have been fair:







above, see
http://www.michaelgeist.ca/content/view/6616/125/.
Of additional relevance to this particular study, Bill C-11
allows:




intended to align Canadian copyright law with the
copyright laws of “its G8 partners and most of the major
economies of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development.”

26




26

Retrieved from http://balancedcopyright.gc.ca/eic/site/crpprda.nsf/eng/h_rp01153.html#amend
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the purpose of the dealing,
the character of the dealing,
the amount of the dealing,
alternatives to the dealing,
nature of the work, and
the effect of the dealing on the work.

For a full discussion of the Fair Dealing criteria described

update Canada’s Copyright Act in order to “modernize
Canadian laws for the digital economy.” It was also

the copyright infringement is happening within
specific contexts and
the dealing is considered to be “fair.”

teachers and students to use copyright works in
online lessons,
teachers to deliver course materials to students in
digital format,
teachers and students to use material found on the
internet for educational and training purposes
provided the material was posted by the copyright
owner,
portions of copyrighted materials to be copied for
display to students,
teachers and students to watch legitimately acquired
audiovisual works,



schools to circumvent the requirement to pay
royalties to record a broadcast of a current affairs
program (with the exception of documentaries).

It is clear that the recent legislation, the Copyright
Modernization Act (Bill C-11), which was passed into law
in June 2012, has already begun to have an effect on
individual educational distributors and producers.
However, what is not entirely clear is how the legislation
has affected the educational distribution industry on the
whole. While some distributors have described a drop in
sales as a direct result of Bill C-11, at least one distributor
has indicated an increase in sales. Some believe changes
in sales volumes may simply represent a delay in
purchasing decisions while educational institutions
attempt to grasp the implications of the legislation.
Most distributors do agree, however, that there is a great
deal of confusion and disagreement amongst both
educators and distributors about how the law should be
interpreted and implemented. Some distributors have
indicated that educational institutions are challenging
their tiered pricing policies (such as a lower price for
Home Video use, or a lower price for a single high school,
as compared to the price for a university or college
purchase). As a result, some distributors have modified
the pricing of their materials in a way they believe to be in
alignment with the legislation. For example, public
distributors are now selling DVDs to educators at the
significantly lower Home Video prices, if the titles are
available at the home video rate.
Furthermore, approximately half of the distributors
surveyed indicated an impression that some educational
buyers are interpreting the new legislation far too
broadly, and that the use of each piece of copyrighted
material needs to be assessed individually in order to
determine whether the Fair Dealing clause may be
applied. A significant number of distributors surveyed
indicated their strong commitment to serving their clients
well by maintaining their ability to provide high quality
content. As one distributor indicated, “We aim to balance
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the needs of the creators of our works with the needs of
our educational clients. Our educational clients need highquality educational programs and our creators need to
have an incentive to create and develop such programs by
being compensated for their work and investment.”
McNabb Connolly has spent a great deal of time
examining Bill C-11 and has worked to add a section about
copyright to its Frequently Asked Questions page on their
website (available at
http://www.mcnabbconnolly.ca/faq), in an attempt to
help educational institutions navigate the new legislation.
Opportunities
Ontario’s 24 publicly funded colleges, working with the
OCLS, represent a significant customer base for producers
and distributors of educational video content. As such,
these vendors are quite keen to work with the colleges—
in whatever the future initiatives might be—by providing
high-quality content and services.
Beyond the traditional educational distributors, the
colleges should also look towards independent
producers—and associations representing these
producers—as potential partners and sources of new
content. The Documentary Organization of Canada (DOC)
is an organization that is extremely keen to build new
partnerships with the educational community and to
create mutually beneficial alliances between documentary
filmmakers and educators.
DOC is currently engaged in two projects that may be of
particular interest to the OCLS: DOCSpace and
DOCSInClass. DOCSpace (http://docspace.ca/) is a website
intended to act as a promotional window for Canadian
documentary film. DOCSInClass
(http://www.doctoronto.ca/docs-class) is a project of
DOCToronto, which is “aimed at identifying and creating
curriculum opportunities for Ontario’s wide array of
excellent independent documentary films.”

As the HLLR and the OCLS or any potential future coalition
of college libraries moves forward into the world of
streaming video, there will be significant opportunities to
reaching out to key distributors and producers’
associations. By grabbing hold of these opportunities for
deeper consultation and possible partnerships,
educational institutions and their representatives will be
able to better communicate the colleges’ needs; inform
producers and distributors of the most desirable types of
content and special features; make specific accessibility
requests; and negotiate the most favourable licensing
fees, terms, and conditions.
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A

BEST PRACTICES IN VIDEO STREAMING

lthough educational institutions or organizations

Many academic libraries are defining their own best

have many iterations of best practices which

practices as they develop and implement their systems

address learning, distance education and a

solutions.

variety of related issues including technology, we could
not find a comprehensive set that could be easily applied

A review of the Guidelines for Media Resources in

to video streaming –either the technology or its

Academic Libraries (2012) prepared by the Association of

organization and service within a campus.

College and Research Libraries (ACRL) Media Resources in
Academic Libraries Task Force had a single reference to

In their own response the majority of colleges indicated

video streaming under the User Services section 5.0: The

they had not researched or examined in any depth the

media resources program should provide a variety of

best practices of other colleges and universities, even

services that support and expand the media resources

though most feel it is important. One deterrent is that

collection.

most college websites are password protected and

“Access to media resources may also require a

accessibility to key areas is limited. Nonetheless, they also

distribution system, group viewing facilities,

identified several Ontario colleges and universities and a

bookings/reserve capabilities, video streaming and

vendor as examples of leading edge institutions in this

computers or other electronic devices for listening and

area.

editing.”

This does not mean that there are no existing best

We would recommend reviewing work done by Seneca

practices that could be adopted or developed by Ontario’s

College although focused specifically on the College we

24 college libraries. Most are discipline or situation

found that similar to VIVA some of the best practices they

specific. Their applicability to Ontario’s colleges however,

advocate bear consideration for most of Ontario’s

would require further evaluation once the colleges have

colleges.

28

defined an approach.
There are other sources for best practices on a wide
The VIVA document Questions and Answers for VIVA
Members

27

provides a comprehensive list of

variety of topics, for example, the Online Audiovisual
Cataloguers (OLAC) affiliated with ALA which addresses

considerations for its video streaming service which has

the cataloguing of digital media. However, we have

applicability to many academic situations.

elected to highlight some best practices which may not be
available anywhere but which merit further consideration

The video streaming marketplace is replete with many

and development:

instances of recommended best practices for video
streaming technologies such as choosing a supplier, or
streaming content for IOS devices, or building better
players, often provided by device and systems vendors.
28
27

Questions and answers for VIVA Members
https://sites.google.com/site/vivapbsstreamingvideofaq/
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Report on the Streaming Video Strategic Initiative 2009/2010, Video
Streaming Pilot Committee (Jane Foo, Laurie Hoyle, Jennifer Peters-Lise)
Seneca College, 2013

 User Centric – using user behaviour as a determinant
of service -understanding how many students and

Ontario’s college libraries indicated the top most
features for operating a successful video streaming
service
 Accessibility–compliance with AODA (18)
 Adequate bandwidth (12)
 Collaboration/partnerships (11)
 Trained staff
Some colleges endorsed all features.

faculty use campus network services or Internet
service providers; the frequency with which videos will
be shown in classrooms and other campus spaces; the
need, for example, for placing videos on E-reserve.
Knowing or anticipating at the outset will result in
better service design. .
 Cost Centric – not reinventing the wheel, not
duplicating the effort, using resources that are web

 Accessibility –compliance with AODA was top of mind

based and out there, e.g. YouTube, ITunes University,

for Ontario’s colleges including, vendors and

open source software, other leading edge

distributors. There are no complete solutions and in

developments among the college libraries and within

some cases ‘reasonable accommodation’ requires

each campus.

definition. While closed captioning is in place for

 Staff Centric – staff have the confidence to support

some broadcast content the situation for students

and provide for the users through all the technologies

with visual impairments may be dire. Improvements in

the service engages and through continuously planned

accessible technology for students with disabilities do

training.

not necessarily offer solutions in every situation.

 Online Media Services – view video streaming as one

 Bandwidth – top of mind for Ontario’s college

aspect of online media services –build for inclusion

libraries. Video streaming requires dedicated network

and consider new opportunities. Interactive games for

bandwidth for a continuous stream of bits to avoid a

instance will become important to learning

negative or choppy viewing experience.

experiences. The University of Minnesota is

Understanding how campus connectivity/capacity are

collaborating with a technology company and the

arranged is material to problem solving and setting the

Minnesota Hospital Association to develop web based

context for a good grounding on the part of library

interactive games that will accelerate learning in real-

staff who will be faced with troubleshooting problems.

life scenarios.

 Collaborative and Integrated – working together -

29

 Digital Media Literacy –Continuous training and

learning from and sharing experience and costs

information for users- students, faculty and staff to

working with other on campus or cross campus teams

encourage and inspire confidence in using and

to ensure cost effective acquisitions of content,

applying video streaming collections.

technology resources and that the user:

 Streaming Media Delivery –Define and identify the

student/faculty is consistently and seamlessly moved

formats for delivery and establish the standards that

from one point to the next through Learning

are unique to college libraries;

Management Systems, library and faculty systems etc.
 Learning analytics –used to decipher trends and

 Viewer experience - is affected by many different
factors some of which college libraries may have no

patterns, customize service for students and suggest

direct control over:

other sources or resources. Built into a media
streaming service it can help librarians gather data,
plan future strategy, understand the use of the service
and can be shared with faculty.
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UM News,
http://www1.umn.edu/news/features/2012/UR_CONTENT_408880.htm
l

o The quality of the video viewed by the user can be
only as good as the quality of the original source
material. Some of the factors affecting the quality
of a video include the file type, the amount of
compression, the resolution, and the frame rate.
o The size of the window in which the video is
displayed and faithful reproduction of the aspect
ratio of the video (meaning the relative dimensions
between the length of the frame and its height) are
key considerations. For example, a smaller viewing
window does not hold a viewer’s attention in the
same way as a full-screen viewing window would.
Similarly, if the aspect ratio of the video has been
altered to conform into a standard viewing window
size, the video will appear to be stretched,
squeezed, or cropped. While these issues might
not be consciously noted by all viewers, they will
be subconsciously noted, and are key to a
satisfying viewing experience.
o Condition and quality of devices (including
computer, speakers, and monitor or projector)
used by student/library staff or faculty to display
the video
o Network bandwidth available to the viewer
(identified above)
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… learning theories and concepts often
favour teaching methods that include
images, audio, video, 3D and interactive
components. Videos in particular have
become more desirable among faculty
in recent years as access to online
resources in the classroom is
ubiquitous. It is not hard to imagine
that the expectations of online
multimedia in the classroom will lead to
a significant shift in the learning
environment over the next few years.
Academic libraries that do not adapt to
this shift early will struggle to provide
adequate support to faculty and
students. It is already apparent when
we look at the waning use of old
formats (VHS and DVD) and the
increasing interest in online videos,
from sites such as YouTube, in the
classroom.
Report on the Streaming Video
Strategic Initiative 2009/2010, Seneca
College updated 2013

5

D

THE WAY FORWARD RECOMMENDATIONS

igital online learning enabled by video streaming

There are many different approaches to providing media

is in growth mode everywhere and becoming

streaming services identified in the literature and through

ubiquitous among colleges and universities. It

discussions with academic institutions:

will fuel more demand for video content than can be



Distributor based - commercial distributors

streamed or is available. The Pew Research Center 2011

licensed content hosted/streamed to library

study found in a survey of college presidents that more

users from their platform;

than 77% of respondents said their institution offered



online courses. Half said they believe that most students

Campus IT based:
o

at their schools will be enrolled in at least some online

commercial content acquired by library,
hosted/streamed by Campus IT;

classes within the next 10 years.

o

production/hosting/streaming services for
original content created by faculty and

Among Ontario’s colleges most are involved with
providing video streaming content, working with their IT

students for classroom use;


departments, the OCLS VoD or relying exclusively on

Library based:
o

vendor streaming services or some combination of all to

commercially licensed content
hosted/streamed

support the delivery of video streaming content and they

o

production/hosting/streaming services for

believe their mandates direct them to be part of the

original content created by faculty and

provincial goal of an E-Learning, knowledge based society.

students for classroom use;
o

In other words they are already engaged.

equipment loans to facilitate original
production for classroom use;


The research has shown that there are compelling reasons

Various permutations of all of the above in single
or consortia/cooperative arrangements;

for Ontario’s college libraries to move forward
collectively, leveraging their buying power and saving on

Notwithstanding the many models and approaches

shared costs in the next two years, among them: better

described in the landscape study, we believe that

pricing and discounts; increasing demand for streaming

Ontario’s college libraries should concentrate on a robust

content; rapidly evolving technologies for hosting and

province wide media streaming library service of licensed

distribution; licensing, copyright and digital rights

content to support college curricula for faculty and

management issues; controlling the service and delivery

students.

environments to ensure equitable access and best
practices. The academic learning environment and the

We recommend that building on the initiatives currently in

production of video content for higher education are

place, Ontario’s college libraries establish a single,

poised to rapidly change over the next two years and

centralized digital media service — the Ontario Colleges

Ontario’s college libraries for the benefit of those they

Digital Media Services (or DMS), a college cooperative,

support and serve need to be on top of it.

available to all libraries.
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Our major recommendation is supported by an

the Canadian film industry, producers and

implementation strategy to position the college libraries

distributors; acting as the copyright clearinghouse.

to meet those challenges.

 Media Streaming Infrastructure
o Centralized platform for media hosting/streaming;

We chose ‘media’ since video streaming is only one

appropriate bandwidth; integrating existing

specific deliverable in the service we envision. As the

OCLS/VoD features and functions and others

service evolves other media such as interactive games for

identified by Ontario’s college libraries; keeping

learning may be desirable content inclusions.

the technology fresh and future proof.

We use the term ‘cooperative’ to underscore the value of
participation in ensuring a cost effective approach to

 Discovery and Universal Access
o

A single user interface; media streaming collections

evolving the service for all college libraries and ensuring

readily discovered through college-wide OPACs

quality experience for users across Ontario.

based on accurate records; compliance with AODA.
 Best Practices

Harnessing the power of the cooperative and building on

o

Ongoing coordination of college-wide expertise to

its existing approaches and expertise is the best way

ensure implementation of the best practices for

forward. Many of Ontario’s college libraries are already

example in accessibility, digital media literacy, user

working collaboratively. Successfully cementing this

experience, cost centric approaches etc.

approach in solid strategies is necessary and material as

See Figure 2: Components and Phased Development of

good capacity in online digital learning is vital to college

the Digital Media Services.

program success among current and new enrolees over
the next several years. The college libraries are integral to

Distribution of Responsibility in the DMS

this success.
College libraries determine and fund their own
Long Term Vision and Components of the DMS

collections; choose their own approach for hosting
records either loading the collections on their own servers

Over the next three years, the fully realized DMS would

or using the DMS while ensuring best practices for

tame the ‘Wild West’ characteristics of streamed media

consistent user experiences are met; fund the cooperative

delivery, establishing a baseline of best practices and

through an annual participation fee.

allow Ontario’s publicly-funded college libraries to offer
equitable, universal access to all students and faculty

The OCLS negotiates licensing, prices and specific

regardless of demographics, location and accessibility.

conditions that cover conversion of existing collections,
accessibility, in perpetuity ownership for all colleges;

Based on a mixed model approach of centralized hosting

ensures accurate records and metadata for discovery and

through the DMS and local college hosting, the four

universal access and manages the DMS for the

quadrants of the service would position the colleges to

cooperative.

address:
 Media Streaming Collections
o Content based on a single license and price

Both the college libraries and the OCLS are responsible for
ongoing development, application and monitoring of best

package for all of the colleges-in-perpetuity

practices and both work to ensure cost centric practices

ownership where possible, accessible content in

that benefit all.

compliance with AODA; building relationships with
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•Phase One:
Build collections
secure
accessibility

•Phase Three:
Build Technology
Infrastructure

Media
Streaming
Collections

Media
Streaming
Infrastructure

Discovery and
Universal
Access

Best Practices
Multi Media
Excellence

•Phase Two:
Ensure discovery/
universal access/
quality records

•Phase Two:
Develop Best
Practices; distributor
relations; expand
membership
Three Year
Long Range Vision
Ontario Colleges DMS

Figure2: Components & Phased Development of the
Digital Media Services (DMS)
Cost Benefit Analysis: Why Cooperation is Cheaper
As the ‘Wild West’ currently prevails on many different
Libraries in the UK and North America are working either

levels, it cannot be cost effective to duplicate activities

collaboratively or through formalized consortia to save

and processes across all Ontario college libraries.

costs on collections and technology and to ensure best

A cooperative of all 24 college libraries will generate

practices in developing their service. There is recognition

savings in collection and technology acquisition.

that partnerships pay off. Many libraries, regardless of
size, cannot achieve these developments nor afford them

Equitable, consistent access to the media collection,

on their own. For example, VIVA cites a return of $5 for

better functions and features, shared expertise which

every $1 spent by its members acquiring collections and

many could not afford on their own, will be more

the Avalon Media System is a partnership among Indiana

affordable for all the colleges. Savings will result not only

University, Institute of Museum and Library Services, and

from deeper discounts and better prices but reduced

Northwestern University for sharing technology costs.

effort and time per individual college. Several college

Pricing discounts and technology cost sharing are the

participants indicated that they valued the OCLS VoD for

major incentive for cooperation, consortia and

the lower pricing that it has been able to secure.

partnerships.
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Each library benefits from a province wide strategy when

college libraries and propose three implementation

it does not have to duplicate processes and steps at a

phases:

more costly level to deal with similar content or other

1. Phase One: FY 2013/14

issues for example:

2 Phase Two: FY 2014/15
3. Phase Three: FY 2014/15

o

Costs for shelving, duplicating, distributing handling
and lending DVDs will be either eliminated or

Project Management Structure

reduced as streamed content can be served up in
o

multiple locations to multiple users.

We recommend that a small representative team of five

A collective strategy, leveraging buying power for

or six members, i.e. the DMS Team working with the OCLS

purchasing streaming media; conversion of existing

be responsible for overseeing the progress through the

VHS or other media to streaming content and for

implementation phases.

addressing accessibility significantly reduces costs to
individual libraries.
o

Funding and Costs

College libraries will also expand their capacities:
building resilience to address future change through

The first two phases can be accomplished without new

distributor relationships; creating a collective

dollars. These phases draw on the existing expertise of

knowledge base to advance digital media literacy

the college libraries and the OCLS to establish the basis

among library staff and their users, share expertise

for a coherent media streaming strategy for all colleges.

and address problems; gathering comparative data

However, the third phase which addresses the technology

on user behaviour and learning analytics to provide

Infrastructure for the full realization of the DMS may

tactical information for future service development,

require additional funding. The research has shown that

planning and budgeting.

with open source software and so many options on the
market, these solutions are now much more affordable.

Implementation Strategy: Mapping the DMS

Without further exploration and consensus on what is
required, costs for this phase are difficult to estimate.

We propose a way forward in three implementation
phases, taking advantage of resources that are already in

The goal of the cooperative is to ensure participation by

place. No additional funding is required in the first two

all college libraries which should be achievable through

phases. The focus of the Colleges’ DMS is to support

better promotion and clearer understanding of what is

Ontario college libraries in the four quadrants identified in

currently offered and being proposed. Fees for the

Figure 2.

cooperative should fund the following DMS activities:

The OCLS VoD has been operational since 2002 and has a

o

Ongoing operation

o

Refreshing technologies and systems

collection of 250 video titles. Six of the college libraries

Expanding the existing OCLS VoD services to other

(25%) already participate. It hosts and streams content to

colleges would reduce fees and potentially create a

these libraries in Nursing (Mosby/Elsevier) and Health

surplus that would provide more resources to the DMS.

Care (Concept Media) and other titles from Medcom and
Media Education Foundation. OCLS has the necessary

The OCLS VoD is established on a cost recovery basis i.e.

expertise to license and acquire content. We recommend

opt-in. Costs are covered by participating libraries based

that the OCLS VoD form the basis for the envisioned

on a formula which divides one third of the costs evenly

cooperative, the Ontario Colleges DMS, to include all

among the members and then distributes the balance of
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the cost based on the number of FTEs per library, i.e.

services against outsourcing to a single vendor or

larger operations pay more.

distributor. The analysis and business case builds on

Phase One: Goals and Objectives

Phase One and Two and being further out reflects on new
needs. For example, providing back up and storage —

Phase One goals and objectives address building the

important if the DMS is successful in obtaining in

media streaming collections by creating a core collection

perpetuity rights — or hosting internally produced

and expanding the current OCLS VoD collections to other

content for classroom use etc.

college libraries and addressing AODA requirements. The
HLLR is leading another project on AODA compliance
which has application in this area.
Phase Two: Goals and Objectives
Phase Two goals and objectives launch the best practices
initiatives, open wider dialogue with distributors and
producers and promote the cooperative to increase
membership.
Phase Three: Goals and Objectives
Phase Three builds the technology infrastructure and
launches the centralized service. The analysis of the
requirements for the technology infrastructure addresses
bandwidth, the use of ORION, and compares best
approaches including assessing the DMS centralized
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Implementation Strategy Timeline
Timelines are projected across seven quarters beginning
July 2013, and grouped in two quarter events except for
Q7. All phases are handled by the same team and
decisions are required at various intervals. Time is
estimated on the basis of these events.
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